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The temperature evolution of the magnetization depth profile in Gd layers of a strongly coupled
fGds50 Åd /Fes15 Ådg15 multilayer is studied using x-ray resonant magnetic scattering(XRMS) and x-ray
magnetic circular dichroism(XMCD) techniques. XRMS yields a spatially resolved, element-specific, magne-
tization depth profile, while XMCD spatially averages over this profile. The combined data inequivocally show
the presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic profile within the Gd layers at all measured temperatures between
20 and 300 K. These inhomogeneous profiles, which feature enhanced magnetic ordering near the Gd/Fe
interface, were refined using both a kinematic Born approximation and a recently developed distorted-wave
Born approximation, both of which include the contribution of structural and magnetic interfacial roughness.
Calculations of the static magnetic configuration within a mean-field approach that neglects interfacial rough-
ness are in agreement with the measured inhomogeneous profile and its temperature evolution. The results
suggest that the enhanced Gd magnetization near the interface arises from its proximity to magnetically
ordered Fe.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interfaces play a fundamental role in determining the
properties of thin film magnetic devices. Examples include
interfacial roughness effects on the giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) of spin-valve structures,1 spin transport across
interfaces,2 and exchange biasing3 at the interface between
an antiferromagnet and a ferromagnet which can yield en-
hancement of magnetic ordering temperature due to the
proximity effect.4 Interfaces and surfaces can also act as
nucleation centers for inhomogeneous magnetization depth
profiles5–7 and be responsible for chirality in some magnetic
structures.8 Magnetic behavior at surfaces and interfaces of-
ten differs from the bulk behavior. For example, on Gd sur-
face layers, enhanced magnetic ordering temperature and
magnetization were observed.9–11 On multilayers of Gd and
nonmagnetic Y, a reduced Gd-magnetic moment near inter-
faces was also reported.12,13 In Gd/Fe multilayers, the strong
coupling between Gd and Fe at the interfaces causes Gd
magnetization to persist above the Curie temperature of bulk
Gd. This enhancement of Gd layer magnetization near the
interfaces was observed by spin-polarized Auger-electron
spectroscopy14 and by x-ray resonant techniques.15,16

The origin of many of the above mentioned magnetic phe-
nomena at surfaces and interfaces is not fully understood.
While a proximity effect can possibly account for the ob-
served enhancement or reduction of magnetization at inter-
faces, other sources need to be considered including the ef-
fect of intermixing and roughness. The experimental
characterization of magnetic interfaces is difficult because of
their small fractional volume and buried nature. X-ray and
neutron techniques have been widely used to probe magnetic
interfaces in thin films.12,13,15–19,22–25In particular, x rays
have been very valuable for studies of magnetism through
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism26,27 (XMCD) and x-ray

resonant magnetic scattering28,29 (XRMS) techniques. The
combination of XMCD with x-ray standing waves(XSW)
has also been used in order to separate interfacial and bulk
magnetization.17 The advantage of x-ray-based techniques is
in their elemental specificity, which permits the separation of
magnetic contributions from different atomic species.
Whether through the absorption process of XMCD or the
resonant scattering process of XRMS, the excited photoelec-
tron present in the final or intermediate state acquires a spin
polarization through the spin-orbit coupling interaction.
Thus, it becomes sensitive to the spin imbalance in the un-
occupied density of states near the Fermi energy. By measur-
ing the difference in absorption or scattering of x rays with
opposite helicities, a measurement of this spin imbalance is
obtained, which is proportional to the absorbing or scattering
atom’s net magnetic moment.

An enhanced magnetization in the Gd layer near Gd/Fe
interfaces of afGds54 Åd /Fes35 Ådg15 multilayer was ob-
served by Ishimatsuet al., 16 using XRMS and Mössbauer
spectroscopy. Their XRMS measurements near the compen-
sation point(where Gd and Fe magnetizations are equal but
opposite yielding zero net magnetization30) revealed a twist-
ing of the Gd magnetization with respect to the applied field
direction. To analyze their XRMS data, a dynamical calcula-
tion was used but structural and magnetic roughness were
neglected. Similarly, for the analysis of XRMS data from
Ce/Fe multilayers, Jaouen and co-workers19 assumed a per-
fect multilayer in deriving the magnetization profile in
a-Ce layers and noted that their fitted magnetization ampli-
tude was overestimated. Since phase information is lost in a
measurement of XRMS intensity, the XRMS data cannot be
inverted to directly yield the magnetization depth profile. It
has to be deduced by fitting theoretical models to the data.
Accurate determination of magnetization requires proper
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treatment of chemical and magnetic roughnesses since both
affect the amplitude of the XRMS signal.20,21

In a previous study offGds50 Åd /Fes15 Ådg15 magnetic
multilayers,15 we focused on the enhanced magnetic cou-
pling near Gd/Fe interfaces. A Born approximation(BA),
modified to include roughness, absorption, and refraction,
was used to interpret the XRMS data. This kinematic, single
scattering, approximation is only valid away from the regime
of total external reflection. Here, we extend this study by
using the distorted-wave Born approximation21,31 (DWBA),
which includes multiple scattering and roughness to derive
the temperature evolution of the Gd magnetization profile
and to further explore the origin of enhanced interfacial Gd
magnetization. To that effect, mean-field theoretical calcula-
tions of the static spin configurations at different tempera-
tures were conducted and compared with the experiment.

In Sec. II of this paper, we describe the XMCD and
XRMS experiments on a Gd/Fe multilayer. In Sec. III, the
XRMS data are fitted with theoretical expressions derived
from the DWBA, and the results are compared with those
using the BA. Section IV presents temperature-dependent Gd
layer magnetization profiles derived from the XMCD and
XRMS experiments and their comparison with theoretical
calculations within a mean-field approach. Section V sum-
marizes the results.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The multilayer used in this study was sputtered in vacuum
onto a Si substrate with Nb buffers100 Åd and caps30 Åd
layers. The multilayer(fGds50 Åd /Fes15 Ådg15) has 15 bi-
layers and an extra Gd layer at the top, i.e., Gd termination at
both ends. SQUID measurements in Fig. 1 reveal that up to

350 K the multilayer is in the Gd-aligned phase at moderate
fields,30 where the Gd magnetization is parallel to the applied
field direction and the Fe magnetization is antiparallel. Up to
350 K, Fig. 1(b) does not show a compensation point above
which the moment would increase again.

X-ray measurements were performed at the 4-ID-D beam-
line of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National
Laboratory. Undulator radiation was passed through double
Si monochromators, and a diamond(111) quarter-wave plate
operated in Bragg transmission geometry was used to pro-
duce the circularly polarized x rays.32 The 2.1 kOe field of a
permanent magnet was applied parallel to the sample surface
and in the scattering plane in order to align the Gd moment
parallel to the applied field at all temperatures considered.
The sample and the magnet were placed inside a closed-
cycle He refrigerator mounted on a diffractometer.

The XRMS measurements were performed in reflectivity
mode. The incident photon energy was tuned to near the Gd
L2 absorption edges7929 eVd, and the reflected intensities
were measured as a function of the incident angle while flip-
ping the helicity of the circularly polarized incident x rays.
For the reflectivity measurements,I+ and I− refer to the re-
flected intensities for opposite helicities. The XMCD mea-
surements were performed in fluorescence mode by monitor-
ing the intensity of GdLb radiation while alternating the
helicity at each energy through the GdL2 edge. For the
XMCD measurements,I+ and I− refer to Lb fluorescence
intensities for the two opposite helicities. The incident angle
was 10°, for which the x-ray penetration depth is much larger
than the multilayer thickness.

Resonant scattering factors of Gd atoms were obtained
from absorption measurements through theL2 absorption
edge. The absorption,me=fsm++m−d /2g, and dichroism,mm

=fm+−m−g, spectra were measured by alternating between
opposite helicities of incoming x rays at each photon energy
with fixed applied magnetic field.

The imaginary parts of chemical and magnetic resonant
scattering factors,fe,m9 , are related to the measured absorption
spectra of Gd through the optical theorem,fe,m9 ~me,m, and
the real parts, fe,m8 , were obtained using differential
Kramers–Kronig transforms. The procedure uses tabulated
scattering factors away from resonance for absolute
normalization.33,34 Resonant scattering factors for Gd are
shown in Fig. 2. Since the real part of the magnetic scattering
factor dominates the resonant magnetic scattering, the inci-
dent photon energy was tuned to 7929 eV, wherefm8 is maxi-
mized.

To eliminate any experimental artifacts in our dichroic
signals, absorption and scattering measurements were taken
with applied fields parallel and antiparallel to the photon
wave vector. At each temperature, two measurements were
performed atf=0° and 180° wheref is defined as the angle
between the incoming x-ray beam and the applied field. Fig-
ure 3 shows absorption measurements across the GdL2 ab-
sorption edge. The dichroic process leads to complete sign

reversal for opposite orientations ofk̂i and Ĥ. Incomplete
reversal is due to systematic errors. These errors were only a
few percent in our measurements and were subtracted from
the data before integrating the XMCD signal to obtain aver-
age magnetization in Gd layers.

FIG. 1. SQUID magnetometry measurements on the Gd/Fe
multilayer. (a) Magnetization as a function of field at temperatures
20, 100, 200, and 300 K.(b) Magnetization as a function of tem-
perature under 1000 Oe field.
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Figure 4 shows the XMCD signal at temperatures from 20
to 300 K. We used the integrated area under these peaks to
estimate the relative magnetization of Gd layers at each tem-
perature. The sign of XMCD signal does not change between
20 and 300 K, and this indicates that, at least up to 300 K,
the Gd/Fe multilayer does not go through a compensation
point above which the Gd XMCD signal would reverse its
sign.

Figure 5 shows x-ray specular reflectivity curves from the
fGds50 Åd /Fes15 Ådg15 multilayer with the incident photon
energy at 7929 eV. The measurements were done at four
different temperatures, 20, 100, 200, and 300 K. The charge
specular reflectivity curve[Fig. 5(a)] was obtained by adding
scattering intensities for opposite helicitiessI++ I−d, and the
magnetic sensitive reflectivity curves[Figs. 5(b)–5(e)] were
obtained by taking the difference between the two intensities
sI+− I−d. Changes in the charge specular reflectivity curves at
different temperatures were negligible, indicating negligible
structural change. However, in the difference signal, signifi-
cant changes occur due to temperature-dependent changes in
the magnetization depth profile of the Gd layers.

As mentioned earlier, SQUID measurements indicate that
for the moderate field ofH =2.1 kOe the Gd/Fe multilayer is
in the Gd-aligned state(Fig. 1). This implies that there is no
magnetic component perpendicular to the applied field direc-

tion. Since the difference cross section measures the mag-
netic component in the scattering plane(see Sec. III), an
aligned phase will result in zero difference signal if the field
is applied perpendicular to this plane. This is shown in Fig.
6, where we rotated the sample and magnet assembly by 90°

sf=90°d, yielding a negligible difference between the scat-
tered intensities for the two helicities.

III. MODELING OF XRMS DATA

Assuming negligible nonresonant magnetic scattering and
using the electric dipole approximation, the resonant elastic
scattering length for a Gd ion can be written as29

f = sf0 + fedsê8* · êd + i f msê8* 3 êd · m̂+ f lsê8* · m̂dsê · m̂d,

s1d

where f0=−Zr0, fe and fm are anomalous charge and mag-
netic scattering lengths,ê, ê8 are polarization vectors of in-
coming, scattered radiation,m̂ is local moment direction, and
f l is linear dichroic term. The last term is ignored sincef l is
generally much smaller thanfm at lanthanideL edges and
since the polarization vectors are nearly perpendicular tom̂
for our scattering geometry. The scattering cross section ob-
tained from Eq.(1) includes pure charge, pure magnetic, and
charge-magnetic interference terms.20

FIG. 2. Absorption measurements in fluores-
cence geometry near the GdL2 edge atT=20 K,
and 2.1 kOe applied field.(a) Edge-jump normal-
ized sum and difference of the two intensities
with opposite helicities. Charge(b) and magnetic
(c) scattering factors across the GdL2 edge.(b)
shows tabulated atomic scattering factors for a
single atomsfe,CL

8s9d d and experimentally derived
atomic scattering factors including solid-state ef-
fectssfe

8s9dd. The circles on the graphs denote the
energy at which the reflectivity measurements
were performed.
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Since only dipole transitions atL edges are considered,
the magnetization profiles from charge-magnetic specular re-
flectivity fittings represent the profiles of Gd 5d moments.
These are assumed to mimic the profiles of their 4f counter-
parts due to the strongs4f -5dd intra-atomic exchange cou-
pling that contributes to the spin polarization of the Gd 5d
band. This is supported by XMCD measurements on a series
of R2Fe14B intermetallics taken by Miguel-Sorianoet al.35

To simplify the calculations, each Gd layer was divided
into three sublayers. Equivalence of Gd/Fe and Fe/Gd inter-
faces was assumed so that the two outer sublayers near Fe
have the same magnetization. Charge specular reflectivity
curves were fitted with the DWBA,21,31 which yields the
same calculated reflectivity curves as the ones using Parratt’s
recursive formalism.36 The fitted structural parameters from
the charge specular reflectivity curves were then incorpo-
rated into the charge-magnetic specular reflectivity fittings
using the DWBA.21 For the different temperatures, each Gd
layer (total 16 Gd layers) was divided into three sublayers.
The middle sublayer thickness was a fitting parameter, while
that of the equivalent outer sublayer was constrained by the
total layer thickness fitted from the charge specular data.

Other fitting parameters are the magnetic roughness between
the layers and the relative magnetization in the three Gd
sublayers. These charge and magnetic parameters were used
to calculate the charge and charge-magnetic reflectivity
curves using the BA.

The edge-jump normalized(i.e., per atom) Gd XMCD
peak signal at 10 K ismm/me=0.051s3d, in agreement with
bulk Gd. In addition to full saturation, this indicates that the
Gd magnetic moment is not reduced relative to its bulk
value. The experimentally determined value offm at 10 K
therefore sets the scale for quantitative determination of
depth resolved magnetization profiles on an absolute scale. A
scaling of fm was used in modeling the local Gd magnetiza-
tion at each temperature.

A. First Born approximation model for calculation
of charge-magnetic specular reflectivity

Charge-magnetic specular reflectivity curves calculated
using the BA are shown as gray lines in Fig. 5. These curves
were calculated using the BA with the fitted DWBA param-
eters(Sec. III B).

Using the BA, the differential cross section is written

ds

dV
= Fnesf0 + fedê8* · êE E E

Vcharge

eiq̂·r̂d3r

+ inefmsê8* êd · m̂E E E
Vmag

eiq̂·r̂d3rG2

, s2d

wherene is the scatterer’s number density, and the integrals
are over the charge and magnetic volume. After squaring the
sum of the charge and magnetic terms, the cross section has
a pure charge term, a pure magnetic term, and a charge-
magnetic interference term. Only the latter depends on the
orientation of magnetization(or helicity). Therefore, the dif-
ference in the scattering intensities between the two opposite
helicities, I+− I−, is due to the charge-magnetic interference
contribution only. The charge-magnetic interference term of
the scattering cross section includes the products of the

FIG. 3. The XMCD measurements for opposite orientations of
photon wave vector and sample magnetization. The angle between
the incoming beam and the applied field, 2.1 kOe, isf. (a)
Polarization-independent absorption coefficient obtained from the
sum of fluorescence intensities for opposite helicities of the incom-
ing radiation.(b) Difference in absorption coefficient for opposite
x-ray helicities. (c) The XMCD signal is fmmsf=0°d−mmsf
=180°dg /2, and nonmagnetic artifact isfmmsf=0°d+mmsf
=180°dg /2.

FIG. 4. Gd L2 edge XMCD at temperatures between 20 and
300 K with 2.1 kOe applied field. The integrated areas under the
curves were used to obtain relative magnetization of the Gd layers
at each temperature.
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charge and magnetic contrasts at the interfaces. Adding
charge and magnetic roughnesses at the interfaces, the
charge-magnetic cross section for specular reflectivity
becomes15,20,31,37

S ds

dV
D

charge-mag
=

4p2LxLydsqxddsqyd
qz

2

3Pcfcos 2usk̂i · m̂d + sk̂f · m̂dgo
i,j

N

eiqzszi−zjd

3 fDre,i
p Drm,je

−sqz
2/2dsse,i

2 +sm,j
2 d

+ Dre,jDrm,i
p e−sqz

2/2dsse,j
2 +sm,i

2 dg,

Dre,i
p = ne

i+1sf0 + fe
pdi+1 − ne

i sf0 + fe
pdi ,

Drm,j = ne
j+1sm

j+1fm
j+1 − ne

j sm
j fm

j . s3d

Here,qz, uef f, def f, andbef f are defined as

qz =
4p sin uef f

l
,

uef f = Îu2 − 2def f − i2bef f,

d,bef f =
dFe

dFe+ dGd
d,bFe+

dGd

dFe+ dGd
d,bGd. s4d

The charge and magnetic density contrasts across interfaces
i , j are Dre,i

p and Drm,j, respectively. The degree of circular
polarization isPc; ne is the atomic number density;sm is a

scaling factor for the magnetization;k̂i,f are wave vectors of
the incident and scattered radiation. Height fluctuations
about the average positions of the charge and magnetic in-
terfaces are assumed to be Gaussian, and thus
kfdze,msx,ydg2l=se,m

2 . Orientational disorder contributions to
the magnetic roughness are not explicitly considered, i.e.,
they are folded into aneffectivemagnetic roughnesssm.

FIG. 5. Specular reflectivity measurements(symbols), the
DWBA calculation(dark lines), the BA calculation(gray lines). The
measurements were performed with an incoming photon energy of
7929 eV and 2.1 kOe applied field. The measured reflectivity
curves were fitted with the DWBA theory, and the parameters ob-
tained from this fitting were used for the BA calculation.(a) Charge
specular reflectivity for Gd/Fe multilayer at 300 K. The root-mean-
squared roughness of the Gd/Fe chemical interface was 3.0±1.1 Å,
and the densities of Gd and Fe layers were 93% of their bulk values.
(b)–(e) Charge-magnetic reflectivity curves at the indicated tem-
peratures with fits using the BA and DWBA theories.

FIG. 6. The XRMS measurements atf=0° and 90° wheref is
the angle between the applied field and the beam direction.(a) and
(b) are charge peaks, and(c)–(f) are charge-magnetic peaks for the
first and third multilayer Bragg peak.(c)–(f) show that there is no
magnetization component perpendicular to the applied field
direction.
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The polarization dependence in Eq.(3) was calculated
using the matrix formalism of Blume and Gibbs38 for the
case where no polarization analysis of the scattered beam is
performed. It involves taking traces over matrix products of
the formkê8* ·êlrkfsê8* 3êd ·m̂gpl, wherer is thes232d den-
sity matrix of a beam with circular polarization in thess ,pd
basis. From Eq.(3), the charge-magnetic cross section is
only sensitive to the component of the magnetization density

in the scattering plane[sk̂i ·m̂d ,sk̂f ·m̂d terms].

B. Distorted-wave Born approximation model for fitting
of charge-magnetic specular reflectivity

In Fig. 5, fitted curves using the DWBA are shown as
dark solid lines. The DWBA calculations for the charge-
magnetic reflectivity are based on a recursive formalism
originally developed by Stepanov and Sinha39 for resonant
specular reflectivity from magnetic multilayers with smooth
interfaces, and recently extended by Leeet al. to include
interfacial roughness.21 In this formalism, the Nevot-Croce
formula for specular reflectivity36 was generalized for the
case of a single, rough, magnetic interface using a self-
consistent method and then extended to multiple interfaces.

For the specular condition, the differential cross section
for scattering by a rough surface can be written as21,31

ds

dV
=

1

16p2ukTfilu2. s5d

Here, Tfi =kk̂f ,nuTuk̂i ,ml is the scattering matrix element.
Wave vectors of incident and scattered radiation areki,f, and
m and n are polarization vectors. The scattering matrix ele-
ment is expressed as

kkf,nuTuki,ml = k0
2k− kf

t ,nuxs0duEm
i srdl + k0

2k− kf
t ,nuDeuki,ml

+ k0
2k− kf

t ,nuDmuki,ml, s6d

where Em
i srd is the incident wave andu−kf

t ,nl is the time-
reversed function corresponding to a wave incident on the
interface. An ideal system with a smooth interface is denoted
by xs0d, andDe andDm are structural and magnetic perturba-
tions onxs0d due to roughness.

For the specular condition, Eq.(6) can be rewritten as

Rnm = Rnm
s0d + Unm + o

l

VnlRlm
s0d , s7d

where Rnm ,Rnm
s0d are reflection coefficients for rough and

smooth ideal interfaces, respectively. The termRnm
s0d can be

expressed in terms of 232 matrices using the polarization
bases for the incident and reflected waves. For the waves in
the nonmagnetic medium, the polarization base is given by
sês , êpd. In the magnetic resonant medium, the polarization
base is expressed by two circular polarizations,sês1d , ês2dd,
whereês1d= ês+ i êp and ês1d= ês− i êp. In the above equation,
Unm ,Vnl are the correlation terms due to the roughness in the
reflection coefficients containing structural and magnetic
roughness(se andsm). A self-consistent matrix can be writ-
ten as

R = Rs0d + U + VR , s8d

where its solution is

R = s1 − Vd−1sRs0d + Ud. s9d

Reflection coefficients are expressed as three different
functions for nonmagnetic/magnetic(nonresonant/resonant),
magnetic/nonmagnetic (resonant/nonresonant), and
magnetic/magnetic interfaces(resonant/resonant). These re-
flectivity coefficients can be expressed as a function of the
refracted anglesu±, the wave vectorko, the roughnessse,m,
and the dielectric susceptibility. These functions are de-
scribed in detail elsewhere.21

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The parameters obtained by fitting the measured reflectiv-
ity curves with the DWBA model are shown in Table I. The
fitted charge-magnetic specular curves simulated with these
parameters are shown as dark solid lines in Figs. 5(b)–5(e). It
is assumed that there is no charge roughness between the Gd
sublayerssse,GdGd=0d.

With these parameters, the charge-magnetic specular re-
flectivity curves were calculated using the BA model[Figs.
5(b)–5(e), gray solid lines]. Overall, both models are in
agreement with the data except near the first multilayer
Bragg peak. In the lowqz region near the critical angle for
total external reflection, the BA model does not explain the
charge-magnetic specular reflectivity because it neglects
multiple scattering and only approximates the x-ray refrac-
tion, both of which are strong near total external reflection.
The DWBA is a dynamical calculation taking account of the
multiple scattering and thus gives a better description in this
region, as also found in nonmagnetic cases.31 Since both the
BA and the DWBA models give consistent magnetic param-
eters in the fits, however, the BA model can be used provided
a largeqz range of data are available. An extendedqz range is
a prerequisite for refinements of magnetization density pro-
files with high spatial resolution. Furthermore, since the BA
model is a kinematical calculation wherein each interface
acts as an independent scatterer, it is conceptually more
straightforward than the DWBA model, which needs a recur-
sive approach to treat multiple interfaces.

As shown in Table I, the Gd moment of the interfacial
regions are enhanced relative to that of the interior regions.

TABLE I. Parameters derived from fits to the charge-magnetic
specular reflectivity data for the indicated temperatures. The relative
magnetization of the Gd sublayers areM int andMmid. For all tem-
peratures,se,GdFe=3.0±1.1 Å,se,GdGd=0 Å. The fitted thickness of
Gd sublayers adjacent to the Fe layers isdint=3.94±0.09 Å at all
temperatures.

T sKd M int Mmid sm,GdFesÅd sm,GdGd sÅd

300 1.00±0.12 0.00±0.00 4.21±0.23 3.18±0.06

200 1.00±0.13 0.46±0.04 3.89±0.14 3.26±0.13

100 1.00±0.13 0.74±0.04 3.76±0.09 3.61±0.23

20 1.00±0.13 0.91±0.03 3.66±0.06 3.44±0.31
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While the Gd moment of interior regions decreases as the
temperature increases, the enhanced moment in the interfa-
cial regions does not change. The width of these magnetized
regions is 3.94±0.09 Å, almost independent of temperature.
The fitted magnetic roughnessesssm,GdFe,sm,GdGdd do not
change noticeably as the temperature changes. However, it
can be noted that the magnetic roughness between Fe and Gd
layers ssm,GdFed slightly increases as the temperature in-
creases.

The theoretical Gd magnetization profile at each tempera-
ture was calculated for the sample structure within a mean-
field approach considering nearest-neighbor interactions
only.30 The results of these mean-field calculations at each
temperature are shown in Fig. 7 along with the profiles de-
rived from fits to the charge-magnetic specular reflectivity
curves. The key parameters used in the mean-field calcula-
tion are: applied field =2.1 kOe; 20 Gd atomic layers per unit

cell; 8 Fe atomic layers per unit cell; 15 unit cells with Gd on
the outside at both ends; Gd moment =7.0mB; Fe moment
=2.2mB. An initial estimate of the exchange-coupling param-
eters is made from the bulk Curie temperatures of Fe and Gd,
where TC=JtotSsS+1d /3. The exchange constantJtot is ex-
pressed in Kelvins and is a measure of the total effective
exchange field acting on an individual spin; it includes in-
plane contributions as well as exchange fields from one plane
acting on a neighboring plane. In the final calculations, the
values for the exchange constants areJGd/Fe=−200 K, JGd
=13.7 K, andJFe=529.3 K. We expect that the exchange
coupling within a plane will be the same as that between
planes, soJtot-Fe=3 JFe, for example. To obtain the best
agreement with the data, a reduction factor of 0.9 was intro-
duced for the Gd moments, and a reduction factor of 0.93
was included for the Fe moments. Additional details on the
calculation and the choices of parameters can be found in
Ref. 25.

As shown in Fig. 7 the profiles obtained from the mean-
field calculation and those from the fitted parameters are con-
sistent. Both theoretical and experimental results show that
the Gd layers near Fe are fully magnetized at all tempera-
tures considered while the magnetization in the interior de-
creases with increasing temperature.

One possible origin of the enhanced Gd magnetization(as
observed in the experiments and in the mean-field calcula-
tions) is proximity to magnetized FesTc=1024 Kd to which
the Gd magnetization couples by a strong antiferromagnetic
exchange interaction. This interlayer exchange interaction is
short ranged, and therefore the enhancement in the Gd mag-
netization is limited to the region near the Gd/Fe interfaces.
This scenario is supported by the results of mean-field cal-
culations, which yield very similar magnetization profiles by
assuming strong interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling across
sharp interfaces. It is known that, in rare-earth(RE)
transition-metal(TM) intermetallics, a strong coupling be-
tween TM and RE ions exists through strong hybridization
between the RE 5d and TM 3d bands. Since Fe has a much
higher ordering temperature than Gd, it induces spin polar-
ization in the Gd 5d band through hybridization. The Gd 5d
bands play a role in mediating the indirect coupling between
localized Gd 4f moments.40,41

It can also be argued that the enhancement in the Gd
magnetization near Gd/Fe interfaces is due to alloying be-
tween Gd and Fe. To address this question, off-specular, lon-
gitudinal, diffuse scattering measurements were performed
on the same Gd/Fe sample. The data in Fig. 8(a) show Bragg
peaks corresponding to the Gd/Fe bilayer period, indicating
that the roughnesses at the Gd/Fe interfaces are conformal,
i.e., correlated in the normal direction.42 This indicates the
presence of well-defined interfaces with pure roughnesses
[Fig. 8(b)] as opposed to the structureless interfaces expected
from pure intermixing [Fig. 8(c)]. The question remains
whether structural roughness is needed to drive the interface
magnetic ordering of Gd. Our theoretical calculations, which
yield similar enhancements by assuming sharp interfaces, in-
dicate that the strong antiferromagnetic coupling is the key
ingredient. However, the spatial extent of the magnetized
region is likely to be determined by a combination of struc-
tural roughness and the range of antiferromagnetic interac-

FIG. 7. (a) Gd magnetization profile obtained by mean-field
calculations, assuming perfect interfaces.(b) Gd magnetization pro-
file used in fitting the charge-magnetic reflectivity data at the dif-
ferent temperatures. For comparison with(a), charge and magnetic
roughnesses between Gd/Fe layers are not included in this plot.(c)
As in (b), but with structural and magnetic roughness included. The
dashed line represents Gd concentration obtained from charge re-
flectivity fitting. Each profile shows the relative magnetization
within the Gd layer, which is the product of Gd concentration and
the average magnetic moment within each Gd sublayer(Ref. 12).
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tion between Gd and Fe. In this particular case, since the rms
roughness is comparable to the extent of the magnetized Gd
layer, the roughness sets an upper limit for the extent of such
antiferromagnetic coupling.

Further evidence for the absence of significant intermix-
ing comes from the XMCD measurements. We do not ob-
serve significant changes in XMCD line shape between 20
and 300 K, despite the latter probing the enhanced interfacial
region only. Significant changes in local chemical environ-
ment associated with strong intermixing would have resulted
in an altered line shape, which is not observed.

It is well known that the branching ratio between XMCD
spectra taken over a pair of spin-orbit split edges(e.g., L2
andL3) can be related to the size of the orbital moment in the
probed final state(e.g., 3d or 5d). In some cases, quantitative
values of the size of the orbital moment can be obtained by
applying sum rules to the integrals of the XMCD spectra.43,44

At rare-earthL edges, however, these sum rules cannot be
reliably applied to the measured spectra due to the strong
exchange between the 4f and 5d bands.45–47 This exchange
not only spin polarizes the 5d band but produces a radial
splitting within it, resulting in an asymmetry in the transition
probability between the spin up and spin down electrons in
the radial portion of the matrix elements. This spin depen-
dence in the radial matrix elements is not included in the
derivation of the sum rules and therefore quantitative mea-
surements of the size of the rare-earth 5d moments are not
possible. Nevertheless the branching ratio can still be used to
obtain qualitative information about relative changes in the
magnitude of the moments. Enhancements in the size of the
orbital moment have been observed for thin magnetic
films.48 Similar changes might be expected in the Gd XMCD

spectra taken at 20 K and 300 K since the spectra at 300 K
probes only interfacial regions, while the spectra at 20 K
probes the entire layer. We observed, however, no significant
change in the total integral of the XMCD spectra across both
edges, which was nearly zero at both temperatures. Thus the
orbital moment for the Gd 5d states is negligible in both the
central and interfacial regions.

The integrated area under the fitted magnetization profile
(from the fitted parameters in Table I) is calculated to obtain
the average magnetization of Gd layers for each temperature.
This can be compared with similar averages obtained from
the result of the mean-field calculations and with those ob-
tained by integrating the XMCD data in Fig. 4. The figure
shows that the mean-field calculation and the integrated mo-
ment calculation from the reflectivity fittings are in agree-
ment. Assuming that each Gd layer has interfacial and inte-
rior regions with the same saturation magnetizationM0 but
different TC values, the average magnetization from the
XMCD data was fitted using a superposition of two different
MsTd curves corresponding to interior and near-interface Gd
volumes. The following equation was used to describe the
temperature-dependent magnetization:49

FIG. 8. (a) Specular reflectivity(dark) and off-specular reflec-
tivity (gray) measurements. The offset angle is 0.1° for the off-
specular measurement. The inset shows the wave-vector transfer in
the reciprocal plane.(b) Interface with roughness.(c) Interface with
intermixing.

FIG. 9. Average Gd layer magnetization at each temperature.(a)
XMCD result (rectangles) is obtained from temperature-dependent
XMCD measurements by integrating the area under GdL2 absorp-
tion edge (Fig. 4). Mean-field calculation result(triangles) and
charge-magnetic reflectivity result(circles) are calculated by inte-
grating the area under Gd magnetization profile curves[Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b), respectively]. The inset shows SQUID magnetometry re-
sult on the Gd/Fe multilayer(Fig. 1). (b) Magnetization for the
interfacial (dashed line) and middle(dotted line) regions were cal-
culated using Eq.(10) with different TC values. The two values
were added with the thickness ratio included(solid line).
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MsTd
M0

=E
TC

STC − T

TC
Db

usTC − TdrsTCddTC, s10d

whereusxd is the Heaviside function, andrsTCd is a Gauss-
ian distribution function with a 20 K distribution width in
order to account for disorder in the sputtered sample. The
XMCD average magnetization result was reproduced best
with b=0.47±0.09. The contributions from the two regions
were added asMsTd=s2rdM intsTd+s1−2rdMbulksTd, wherer
is the ratio of interfacial region thickness over total Gd layer
thicknesssr =0.079d obtained from XRMS measurements.
The TC value of the middle region is estimated to be 220 K,
which is lower than that for bulk GdsTc<293 Kd, consistent
with other reports.16 TheTC value of the interfacial regions is
estimated to be 1050 K, which is comparable to theTC value
of bulk Fe. It should be noted that the moment of the inter-
facial regions is almost independent of temperature between
20 and 300 K, and this is consistent with the results from the
reflectivity fitting (Table I). The largeJGd/Fecompared toJGd
effectively decouples the Gd interfacial and bulk regions giv-
ing justification to the two-component system modeling in
Fig. 9. Further support for this uncoupled behavior is found
in the work of Binder and Hohenberg,50 where decoupling of
surface and bulk magnetic orderings is found whenJsurface
*1.6Jbulk.

V. SUMMARY

Using element-specific magnetization probes, the tem-
perature evolution of the magnetization in the Gd layers of a

strongly coupled Gd/Fe multilayer was studied. Spatially re-
solved magnetization profiles were obtained from fits of
XRMS reflectivity data using dynamic(DWBA) calculation
of the asymmetry in the reflected intensity of opposite helici-
ties of incoming circularly polarized x rays. With the fitted
parameters, kinematic calculation(BA) was then used to cal-
culate the asymmetry in the reflected intensity. Both approxi-
mations include the effect of chemical and magnetic rough-
ness on the scattered intensity, allowing for quantitative
determination of magnetization profiles. The refined profiles
are inhomogeneous throughout the 20–300 K temperature
interval, wherein the magnitude(but not the direction) of the
Gd magnetization varies throughout the Gd layer thickness.
Different origins for the enhanced Gd magnetic ordering near
Fe were discussed, including strong antiferromagnetic cou-
pling at Gd/Fe interfaces, intermixing, and the role of rough-
ness. Theoretical calculations within a mean-field approach
show that a strong interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling at
Gd/Fe interfaces can account for the observed profiles, even
in the absence of chemical roughness. While the enhanced
ordering of Gd at Gd/Fe interfaces does not require rough-
ness, these enhanced regions can extend past the very short
range of antiferromagnetic interactions in the presence of
roughness.
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